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Qnening and duration nt the Meeting

1 The fifteenth meeting of the Executive Committee was opened by His Excellency

lir. layachi Yalcer, Minister of Co^erce of the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria,

first Vice-Chairman of the third meeting of the Conference of Ministers, in the absence

of the Honourable Hwai Kibaki (Kenya), Chains of the third meeting of the. Conference

of Ministers and current Chairman of the Executive Committee, who was unable to attend.

2. The meeting took place at Alters from 12 to 15 October 1976 under the chairmanship

of H.E. Mr. Layachi Yaker, Minister of Commerce of the People's Democratic Republic of

Algeria.

3 The meeting «as attended by representatives of the following States members of the

Committee: Algeria, Burundi, the United Republic of Cameroon, Egypt, Gabon,.the Gambxa,

the ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Malawi,*uritius,- Sene^l, the Sudan, Zaire and Zambxa.

4. Also attendins the meeting were observers from Cape Verde, Chad, the Comoros,

Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, the Libyan Arab Republic, H,aagascar., Mali, Mozambique,

the Niger, Nigeria, Sao Tom, and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Swaziland, Togo,

Tunisia, Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania.

5 The following United Nations bodies were represented: United nations Development

Programme (UBDP),"united Nations Environment Programme (UIIEP), United Nations Children's

Sund (UNICEP), United Nations Industrial Development Or^nization (OTIDO), United Nations

Conference on Trede and Development (UNCTAD), United Rations Sahelian Office (UNSO) and
the African Institute in Economic Development and Planning (HffiP). Observers from the

'following United Nations Bpecialized agencies were also present: Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Or^nization- (UNESCO) and Intentional labour Organisation (HO).
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6, Observers from the following intergovernmental organizations were represented:

Organization of African,Unity (OAU), Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA)

and Arab Iron and Steel Union- . ...

Election of officers

7. The Committee elected His Excellency Mr. Layachi Yaker, Minister of Commerce of the

People1s Democratic Republic of Algeria, as its Chairman; His Excellency Mr, Eo Sumo Jones,

Vioe-Minister of Commerce of the Republic of Liberia, as first Vice-Chairman; His Excellency

Mr, Bihute Donatien, Minister of Planning of the Republic of Burundi~I~as"recond*Vice£~ '"""

Chairman and Her Excellency Mrs, LcA.Wf Monze, Minister of State for Economic and Technical

Co—operation of the Republic of. Zambia, as Rapporteur. '' *. ■ ■

Adoption: of' the. agenda . ■■■■■,. :. . .. .

meeting adopted the following agenda: :: !. ■ .

1. Opening .of the Meeting -

2. Election of offioers- ... ...

3* Adoption of the agenda and organization of work

4- Mobilization of resources for the implementation of ECA mediumr*term plan, I976—I98I

5. African Re^onal Centre for Advanced Public Policy Analysis and Strategic-Studies.

6. Restructuring of regional institutional machineries in Africa for economic co

operation and development .'.-.-, ; .

7. Fourth meeting of the Conference of Ministers (Kinshasa) 1 Date and agenda ., t

8. Report on the,sixty«first session.of the Economic and Social Council

9. Technical- and economic co-operation:

(a) Report of the Regional Meeting, on Technical Co-operation among Developing

Countries

(b) Report of the Mexico Meeting on Economic Co-operation among Developing

t . r . ,. Countries . ,• ' ■■ ■-■'■ ■

(c) Repor-| of the foint ECA/UNAPEC Meeting on African Producers':Associations

10B Evaluation of the fourth session of UNCTilD and strategy for follow-up

11.;. African Centre fo^.the, Development and Transfer of Technoloey: Progress report

12t Establisiunent of Regional Remote Sensing Satellite Ground Receiving, Data

Processing and, Trainin^Centre in Africa: Progress report

13- Report on the African Regional Meeting in Preparation for the United Ma-tions

Water Conference
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14* Any other business

15« Date and venue of the sixteenth meeting of the Executive Committee

16. Adoption of the report*

90 In his statement at the opening of the fifteenth meeting of'the Executive Committee

of the Economic Commission for Africa^ HoE« Mr; Layachi Yaker, Minister of Commerce of

Algeria, welcomed participants and wished them a pleasant and fruitful stay in Algeria.

10o He stressed that the present meeting of the ECA Executive Committee was especially

important because it was taking placo at a historic moment in African co-operation particular

ly as the meeting followed immediately upon the Symposium on the Development of Intra-Afr'ican

Trade and the second All**Africa Trade Fair. The fact that President Houari Boumedienne,

Chairman of the Revolutionary Council and President of the Council of Ministers, had

officially opened the second AllWlfrica Fair was proof of the interest of the Algerian

Government and People in any event enabling Africans to understand one another better and

to strengthen their co-operation and solidarity and enabling Africa to take the place it

deserved in the world.

lie He drew attention to the many concrete recommendations of the Symposium on short—term

and long—term measures for economic co-operation which, he felt, required early and effec

tive implementation if the new international economic order was to be established in any

meaningful sense within the region* In that connexion, specific reference was made to

AfroArab co-operation, the decisions xaken by the Heads of State and Government at the

O&L Conference in Mauritius and at the fourteenth session of the Executive Committee, and

to the ministerial Conference held at Addis Ababa in preparation for the Mexico Conference.

More concretely, emphasis was placed on producer associations for basic raw materials as

well ad a council of producers1 associations, on the integrated programme for commodities,

the significance of an African organization for trade and development, the problem of

ameliorating the international debt burden of developing countries and their growing pay

ments problems, especially those of the least developed, .land~locke& and island countries.

S&reos was also laid on the need for the institutional changes required for the,design and

development of intra^African as well as extra-African co-operation.

12. He' emphasized the unity of Africa's struggle in the co-operation front and that

colonialism, racism, apartheid, expansionism and aggression and the need for African solidarity
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13* It was clear that Africa stood at a critical moment in history and it was time for

resolute action on a broad front.

14. In his opening statement, the Executive Secretary extended, through the Chairman, to *

His Excellency Mr. Houari Boumedienne, President of the People's Democratic-Republic of

Algeria, Mr. Layachi Taker, Minister of Commerce and to the Algerian Government the

secretariat's warmest thanks, for having invited the Economic Commission for Africa to hold the

fifteenth meeting of its Executive Committee at Algiers, and noted the efforts and sacrifices

that the Algerian Government had had to make to enable the Executive Committee meeting to

be held at Algiers at a time when the All-Africa Trade I^air was also taking place.

15. The secretariat was all the more grateful that the Executive Committee could meet for

the first time outside Addis Ababa as the meeting followed on the Symposium which had been

held from 1 to 7 October. Such activities were an eloquent demonstration of the leading

role which Algeria had assumed in the struggle to free the continent of Africa on the

political level as well as on the level of economic liberation.

16. .The Executive Secretary observed that Africa was far from being a poor continent althou^i,

being reduced for a long time to a state of dependence and colonial exploitation, it still

encountered difficulty in organizing itself for accelerated economic growth and diversifica

tion after nearly two decades of political independence. The idea that such a state of

affairs should cqme to an end had been born at Algiers in 1973 at the fourth Summit Conference

of Non-aligned Countries and the resolutions adopted at that Conference had led gradually

to the new international economic order.,

17. Since the Committee's fourteenth meeting at Addis Ababa in June 1976, there haa been

developments which had added new dimensions to the new international economic order; they

included in particular the preparatory meeting of the Group of Governmental Experts held

at Geneva in July 1976; the fifth Summit Meeting of Non-aligned Countries held at Colombo

in August 1976; the Preparatory Meeting of African Ministers on Economic Co-operation among

Developing Countries held at Addis Ababa in September 1976 and the Mexican Conference on

Economic Co-operation among Developing Countries held also in September'1976. Within.the

United Ife-tions a special meeting of regional commissions had also been held in New York

in August 1976 to determine the role of the Commissions in programmes of action for

economic co-operation among developing countries including a Conference on Technical Co

operation among Developing Countries convened by UMDP in co-operation with ECA which had

ended at Addis Ababa only four days previously.
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18. Those meetings in which the secretariat had participated ..had succeeded in providing

the global aspect of the new international economic order and,1jlie general feeling was that

there was now emerging an .extra-African complement to.the main thrust of the revised

framework of principles adopted by the Executive Committee at its fourteenth meeting.

It did seem, therefore, that the Algiers meeting.o;f 1973 was bear-ing fruit. Africa faced

grave challenges to its capabilities in decision making and in economic diplomacy in the

next five to ten years, and he expected that EGA and the secretariat would play a.fpeal

role in formulating and implementing the region1s response to those challenges.

19. He recalled that, at the fourteenth meeting of the Executive Committee, he had sub

mitted-suggestions agreed upon with the Administrative Management Service for restructur

ing the secretarial Since then the secretariat had effected most of the internal changes

and was at present in the process of consolidating and extending its eternal relations

with other United Rations and non-United Nations bodies. Those developments were set out

in document E/CN. I4/ECO/IO8 in which attention was also drawn to the need for some

restructuring of the institutions of the Commission, together with suggestions of how the

restructuring might be effected, bearing in mind the ever greater recognition of the multi-

discdplinary nature of the socio—economic changes proposed, the growing significance of

economic co-operation, the need to develop the secretariat's capability to undertake con

crete work in the field and the need to avoid a proliferation of meetings in AfricaV "

20. The Committee had retjuested the Executive Secretary to make determined efforts to

mobilize extra—budgetary resources for the implementation of the medium-term plan and

document E/CN. 14/ECO/lOO outlined the steps he had already taken and those he intended to

take in pursuance of that request. He expressed the secretariate deep appreciation of

the assistance so far received and expected from donor countries noting that a significant

development was the increasing recognition of member States of the region's ultimate re

sponsibility for its own destiny which was reflected, in part, in the positive reactions

of those member States he had so far approached in the quest for additional resources.

21. The agenda proposed by the secretariat for the meeting of the Executive Committee

also included three items considered of great interest^ namely: the African Centre for

the Development and Transfer of Technology; proposals for the establishment of Regional

Remote Sensing Satellite Ground Receiving, Data Processing and Training Centre in Africa;

and for a Regional Centre for Advanced Public Policy Analysis and Strategic Studies.'
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22. In conclusion he thanked the Government ani people of the People's Senocratic

Republic of Al^erir?, the members of the Executive Committee p.nd the observers for

attending, lie was gratified by the clearly discernible trend in the level of

participation it the meetings of the Executive Committee, which was nor-? nore than

ever before truly a ministerial coramittec and he hoped that, now that the Algerian

Government had blazed the trail by hostiap the first ever meet in,1? of the Committee

to be held outside CCA headquarters-, other member States would follow the example so

that at least one of the meetings of th* Committee in a vear could be held in a

member State.

. Hobilization of resources for the inplerentation o-f EGA med.iupv-tera plan, 1976-1931

(agenda item 4)

23. In introducing agenda ite™ 4, the Executive Secretary-Irer* attention to the

resolution endorsed'by the Executive Committee at Addis Ababa in June 1.^76 requesting

him to i-rin.- the vitally important matter covered in document E/C7.14/J7CO/1OO to the

attention of African Governments, organizations and institutions with a vie-? to

seeking their support in promoting the imnlementa-tion of ECA's medium-term plan for

1976-1931, bbtaininr the resources needed to implement it and. eliciting an expression

'of the necessary political ^i'll. The 'same resolution also called on th* United

Nations an-1 all competent bodies to provide KCA vith the additional resources needed

to implement the medium-tern plan within the fr=».netTork of the net* international

economic order. _ The Coinmittee had also requested the Executive Secretary to pet in

touch T*ith non-African Governments and Afro-Arab institutions in connexion with the . .

mobilization of resources. Docur^ent ^/CN.14/F.CO/100 was a r»ro^reos report on the steps

taken so far in that connexion. As nart of the,resource mobilization effort the ECA

secretariat had succeeded in the creation of a United Nations Trust Fund for African

Development into which all mobilized resources r-7ould.be pooled.

24. As to contributions from African countries'," he had contacted some member States,

but it was for the Executive Committee to consider how !iis approach to them could be

made to yield more results. He dre" attention to paragraphs .23 znd 24 of document

E/QJ.14/ECO/10C, in, which it T'?s indicated that the Arab Bank for Economic Development

in Africa (BADHA) and the Economic Commission for Africa had held discussions in

February 197S in order to work out arrangements for co-operation in the provision of

assistance to African countries in crucial areas. The tvo organisations were still

exchanging notes on the terms of the agreement and he hoped that the agreement would

soon be signed.
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25 * The Executive Cecretary made reference to the annexes to document E/CTT.14/ECO/10Q,

in which multilateral and bilateral assistance contributions to ECA were indicated by

source and observed that EU\ was the onlv regional commission that had not received

substantial funds from its raemher States. In conclusion, he said that the funds

received by ECA fro:? the regular budget and bilateral sources would not be enough to

implement the medium-term plan approved by the Cotn^ittee. In that respect, he

considered that the resolution adopted by the Committee in June 1W was properly

oriented.

26. In the discussion, the importance of the self-reliance of African member States

was acknowledged as essential as. long as non-African contributions for the implementa

tion of its medium-term plan continued to be tied. Nevertheless, it was felt that

there was a need to define "self-reliance", for example to explain v;hy it was

necessary to have African experts, to say nothing of the fact that there would always

be a pap between desires and reality. Horeover* the notion of "collective self-reliance

evoked only var:ue ideas and also needed to be clarified.

27. While the Comittee noted "ith pleasure the creation of a United nation's

Trust Fund for African development and the efforts which the Executive Secretary

had so far made in following up on the Committee's resolution of June 1975 on the

mobilization of resources, it,_w3s_felt that there remained certain unanswered

questions with regard to the furtherance of the proposal on voluntary contributions

by member States, ^or example, woul^ there not be a proliferation of funds between

ECA and OAU? "oul^. assistance to countries he provided on the basis of their

"voluntary" contribution? Was the amount of the contribution to be specified and

would there be some criteria for determining it? In the case of such contributions

in kind as the seconding of African experts from research institutions, would experts

work at the expense of their country of origin, *nd, if not, at whose expense would

they xjork? Was there not a likelihood that the system of contributions would be

complicated by the fact that 13 of the 26 least developed countries were in Africa?

If the' contributions were really to be r^-ie on. A voluntary basis 9 would there be a

need to estimate them since to do so would he tantamount to taxation?

25. In an effort to achieve a better understanding of the proposal on voluntary

contributions to enable ECA to implement its rredium-term nlai, it was observed that

the budgetary implications of the approved tnedium-tera plan were to be r-jorUed out

with a view to identifying what resource <>ap the African Governments would be expected

to fill.
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29,! It was further suggested that EGA should make an assessnent of plans at both

the regional and t 2 subregional levels so as to determine contributions on the

basis of need and should, through an analysis of information gathered from member

States, establish a list of research facilities and experts available in both the

administrative and the university sectors. It was necessary to have such an inventory

in order to be able to utilize fully African expertise arc1 institutions.

30. It was pointed out that, whereas co-operation among EGA, OAU, BABEA and AD3

had so far been good, more consultation and co-operation a^ong mender States were

needed. On the question of the proposed trust fund, it was pointed out that

consideration needed to be given to training seminars within Africa, thus reducing

the amount of expensive and unrealistic training of cadres outside Africa.

31. The attention of the Comnittee was drawn to the need for special assistance

to the newly independent Stat.as and the hope was expressed that EGA would take '

note of that need. These countries required training for their cadres in addition

to assistance in the expansion of their trade and other sectors of their economies.

32. The question of consultations between ECA and SADEA was raised and the hope

was expressed that an agreement would be concluded as soon as possible. It Was

also observe* that most of the pr07ra1nr.es to be sponsored by non-African donors in

the implementation of ECA's work programs were still under negotiation. A note

of caution was soundei regarding the danger of protracted negotiations which often

tended to distort priorities.

33= lir. Ayarl, the President of BADEA, said .the. Batik was an instrument of co-

operation amon^ African and Arab countries. EGA anc BADEA were currently engaged^

in preparing an agreement for the institutionalization of that co-operation. All

existing economic indicators showed that the next decade, would be more difficult than

the present one and. that Afro-Arab co-operation should, be geared to help to alleviate

that situation. 7)ADEA attached great importance to the ECA medium-term plan, and he

suggested that it should be circulated to all Arab funds. "-.OTA had estimated its

needs up to I960, and furthermore its emergency and technical assistance had made

$500. million available to the States nembers of OAU. In addition, $300 million out

of the Arab Fund had been paid in bilateral contributions in 1971 and 1976. A total of

$ 1 billion had been made available to African countries in the wast five years.

34. BADEA had thus far financed projects involving 20 African countries and it was

envisaged that its contributes, "hick amounted to ? 143 million, would be increased
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to $ 175 million in the next two years. In all those contributions, priority had been

granted to infrastructure and agriculture, *:hich represented 27 to.30 per cent of the

total commitments in 1976. In the process, preference had alsp been shown for the

poorest countries. .

35. He further stated that Afro-Arab co-operation was part of an international

development movement in which all African and Arab countries and loan agencies

should be partners engaged in a cornnon undertaking Assuming Africa needs to be

between 3 4 and 0 5 billion in the next five years* he suggested that the international

community should, provide between ? 3 and ) 4 billion* the rest to be supplied by Arab

aid and in particular by BADEA. If the African Development Bank participateds he

suggested th3t BADEA would be able to provide a quarter of the total amount. In

conclusion, he pointed out that BADEA had lieen created to supplement the activities

of all African and international institutions. In that connexion, he mentioned the;

forthcoming meeting of the private sector, which was also caller! upon to make a v

contribution.

36. In the course of the discussion, many representatives asked for clarification

on the terrs of aid and loans and for information on the problems which BADEA had,

to tackle during its bilateral negotiations with African countries applying for.- ......

financial aid and on those African countries which had benefited from aid from

37. Some representatives drew the attention of the President of*BADEA. to activities

such as the development of natural resourcess research and solar energy and the

preservation of historic sites for purposes of cultural development, to TThich BADEA" = ■'

should offer assistance. In reply, the President of the Bank explained that all tne :

Arab funds cbcrr:ed 3 per cent interest an' that there were no strings attached. Of: ,

the African countries assisted, 10 were in TJest Africa and 10 in East and Central

Africa. He expressed the hope that, by the end of 1978, the Bank would have intervened

in nearly every African country.

38. Speaking on behalf of; all representatives, the Chairman and the Executive

Secretary thanked, the President of BWA for his statement.

39. In response to comments made by members of the Comrsittee, the Executive Secretary

explained that his reference to ECA as the only regional commission which did not

receive financial contributions from its raeraber States had been made only in terms of

other commissions. After all, no EGA member State had ever been asked to contribute

to ECA, He further noted that since June he had successfully negotiated with, inter

alia, c«e Government of the United States of America for support of the ECA programme

during the next three years.
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40. He pointed out that ECA always considered the utilization 6f African experts

before looking else/here. He was always looking for African experts and would

employ non-Africans only after satisfying himself that there were no Africans avail

able who were qualified to perfrotn certain tasks spelled out in the mec'ium-term plan.

In therfinal analysis, however, the problem was one which would keep cropping up.

ECA was nevertheless, determined to locate qualified Africans and had established a.

directory of African experts and university and research institutions, wherever

their, services were necessary, ECA tried to contact the experts listed- but they had

to be paid for. t"r,eir level and services, ar.d there would always be the same obstacles

to meeting such expenses unless funds were available.

41. It was pointed out that a number of ECA experts had already been engaged to

perform tasks for member States, such aS the survey of the road network in the Gambia,

with the Gambian Government meeting the travel cost and subsistance ailoTrsrice for most

of the experts while ECA continued to pay their salaries. ' '>; 3T

42. The Executive Secretary expressed the view that there was no one-dimensional

approach to resource mobilization. He was doin?; everything to mobilize whatever

resources were available and all mobilized resources woul£"fte utilized in accordance

with the' priorities of £ net* international economic order as spelt but in document

E/CN.lA/BCO/90/Rev.3 on the framework of principles for the iripiementation of the

new international economic order, in accordance with which the mediuni-tero plan for

1976-1961 had been prepared. He reiterated that both documents had been approved by

the Executive Committee. In the next; five years ECA had a responsibility to implement

that plan and the resources being sought now were for its implementation. :■

43. Regarding the provision of details of the costs of each programme in the medium-

term plan, he explained that the secretariat was now in the process of preparing a

detailed programme for the next bienniura (1978-1979) and would therefore be in a

position to submit a detailed programme budget by source to the Conference of Ministers

at Kinshasa in February 1977. Ke stressed that, if the implementation of the medium-

term plan failed, it would not be owing to a lack of effort on the part of the

secretariat and that was why he had entered into all the negotiations referred to,

including those with UN7)P and donor countries.

44. Once a^ain he emphasized that the resources which were evidently available to

ECA were not adequate, and he felt encouraged by the Committee's positive response

for member States to make voluntary contributions in cash and in hind for further-'

implementation of the medium-term plan. ~Te did not consider that fearof the . .,i ;-'.
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proliferation of funds was legitimate inasmuch as there was no single approach to

solving Africa's problems. Moreover, since the aid which ECA sought was to facilitate

the implementation of the work programme approved by the Committee, there was no

possibility of proliferation of funds, ECA was asking only for additional resources

to supplement what it received from the United Nations and donor countries. It was

not setting up an all-purpose fund.. Rather, the fund it had set up was for the

implementation of a programme of work, which had been approved by the Conimittee. ECA

alone could not solve all the development problems of Africa. That was a task for all

the organizations- regional, subregional and national - in Africa. The tendency for

some organizations to claim monopoly rights over development was unfortunate and

inimical to African interests, the task ahead was so enormous that all hands needed

to be on declt. Indeed, there was no'region in the world where there were not more than

one6r~two regional organizations tackling the problem?? of development and co-operation.

Africa could not be art exception. What was needed, however, was the proper co-ordination

of efforts and ECA had already tdk6n some initiatives in that connexion.

45. The Chairman, in concluding the debate, said that item 4 was perhaps the most

important matter on the agenda as there was an urgent need for ECA to be given

material support by member States to supplement its resources. He was glad about

the positive support from members of the .Committee. He agreed chat the contributions

should be either in cash or in kind. Accordingly it tras necessary to provide information

about institutions and experts in African countries. It was -aportant to secure the

services of African experts from African research centres and institutions vrhere it

proved difficult to obtain financial resources. Inter-institutional co-operation was

also important and a solution to that problem had to be sought at the level of the

member States so as to avoid duplication of effort in addition to the efforts of the

Executive Secretary in that regard.

African Centre for Advanced Public Policy Analysis and Strategic Studies (agenda item 5)

46. A .representative of the secretariat .introduced document E/CN.14/ECO/1G1 and

indicated that in the past concerted efforts by African Governments to establish a

position in the negotiations and decisions relating to international issues of

development, had been piecemeal and ad hoc. Such an approach was no longer effective

and acceptable in a situation of increasing complexity ir international economic,

social and political relations. To illustrate that point, he referred to the varying

interests and motivations of countries of different regions, both developed and

developing, in evolving policies and strategies for the realization of the objectives
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and implementation of the principle's of a new international economic order. Their

positions varied in the liRht of their ,<ifferine economic prospects. It \ms emphasized

that the African region appearec to be less veil prepared t!:;*n the others to visualize

its future position. So far, the African region had tended to react to the pace and

strategy set outside Africa.' Such a situation iras no longer acceptsle since it was

inconsistent with the policy of self-reliance and self-determination.

47. -Attention ^as drawn to two recent <'evelooTper>ts. "irst, the -declaration and

Programme, of Action on Economic Co-operation anon* Developing Countries, adopted fcy

the African Ministers of Trade at their reetinr. at Addis. Aba*a in September 1976S

x*ho, with regard to co-operation ir, research, had recomaer.ded tV_ establishment of a

da.ta.bank on,the problems of development of the region and the periodic publication

of all the necessary information that r/ould ensure understanding and provide solutions

to. those pr0blems. The second development had been the establishment in Mexico of the

Centre for Economic and Social Studies of the Third "oriel. Those tT7O developments

were enough to cause African Governments to think seriouslv and quickly of the need

to develop an indi-enous capability to identify, define, examine, evaluate and monitor

social, economic, political, technological p.nd other issues, both immediate and future,

likely to confront African countries in t-eir development efforts -rt.thin the context

of a changing African -and "orld economic situation. . c

4?. The participants Trrho spoke on the rationale of the. propose-: Centre vrere unaninou?

that there was a need for Africa to revelor its orm cana^ilit- for identifying and

evaluating, all aspects of the develonment problems, facing t>.e continent and for

assisting neraber Gtates to evolve an authentic African position in the manner that

best safeguarded the interests of Africa in international economic relations. Some

representatives felt that, even though the idea was most "elcorje, resource constraints

mipht wake the proposal somewhat premature. However, several participants were

convinced that, had Africa had such & Centre to give member States Guidelines in the

series of international negotiations held in recent years, the re-ion's performance

would have yielded many more results.

45. As for the objectives outlined £or the Centre, it was su<^ested that, although

they -ere generally acceptable, the secretariat should examine the-i more critically

with a view to making the objectives and functions of t*..e proposed Te-itre nore

specific and precise. In particular, due care should be tahen with regards to the

second objective so as to avoid conveying the impression that the Centre might interfere

in the political affairs of individual member States.
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50. Although the preliminary note circulated bv the secretariat did not deal with

structures for the proposed Centre, they y-re oiscussed at sone length. ".any

representatives referred to existing national institutions concerned with economic

and social research and also to the African Institute for Economic development and

Planning (IDEP) at Dakar. It was suggested that the secretariat should make a

proper inventory of the operations of those various institutions, including IDEP, to

determine whether, if strengthened, they could effectively meet the retirements which

the proposed Centre was expected to fill. "Tany participants spoke of the need to avoid

an unnecessary vroliferation and duplication of expensive institutions.. Some said they

felt that ECA itself was in a position to carry out the necessary long-term socio

political and economic research ant1 to provide a reference base far the guidance of

member States In their efforts to evolve policies and strategies. The need for

co-operation between the proposed Centre and appropriate African research institutions.

Including IDEP, was* emphasized.

51. In connexion with the structure of the Centre, some emphasis ~-ms placed on the

importance of the proiect and on the need to p*y due attention to the location of

the Centre and its links tilth African research institutions. It was specifically

suggested that the' Centre should have an orrasic link with ECA and OAU In order to

ensure a free flow of information to and from both of them. It was also stressed

that senior decision ^alters in African Govern^ants should be involved in the activities

of the Centre. .....-._.. ■..■■. .,. ,;

52. The representative of UNESCO indicated that his organization would welcome

co-operation with the Centre with respect to long-tern studies in the fields of

competence of UNESCO. Similarly, the representative of FAO stated th?t his organiza

tion had a Policy division which undertook perspective studies enabling member States

to evolve national policies and strategies In respect of agriculture. F'«0 was therefore

In a position to co-operate with the proposed Centre. The representative of UHIDO

also spoke in favour of the project and supf*ested that ECA and OAT? should strive to

ensure better co-ordination of research activities in the region,

53. The representative of.OAU said he regretted the continued dependence of the

African region on imported theories and strategies of economic and social development.

He felt that the proposed Centre could achieve a much needen synthesis of development

policies and strategies in Africa. He p»t forward two alternative criteria which

might be applied in deciding bow to achieve the objectives of the Centre and hence

in determining its structure. He felt that, if a United Nations institution vzas desired,
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IDEP would appear to be a suitable institution; if, on the other hand, a purely

African institution Has desired, consideration should be j?ive;i to strengthening

existing institutions to serve the desired objectives.

54. In responding to a number of questlone regarding the capability of IP5P to

meet the objectives set for the Centre> the director of IDEF said he felt that

research on the .lon«-terra perspectives and on securing information an- guidelines on

alternatives open to member States was of fundamental importance. "->. strongly

favoured a structure that would help to realize the objectives proposed for the

Centre. Africa could no longer deny itself such a vital institutional capability. ,

IDEP was primarily a training institution with modest resources. It could provide

additional training for senior officials,to help them to develop the capacity for

evolving, development, strategies. Tie .agreed that strategic studies, were grossly , ,

lacking in Africa. ?.epardin£ structuress he pointed out that tlie Conference of Planners

would shortly examine the future of IDEP nn<\ that points relevant to the proposed

Centre could probably be resolved by the Conference of Ministers.

55. The Executive Secretary assured the Committee that the proposed Centre was not

going to be a United Nations institution but.rather an independent African institution.

The time was overdue for Africa to have its own institution that would provide guidelines

an4 .information and serve as a reference base where the future of Africa was concerned.

There was need for an institution that would enable Africa to determine its own . .

interests and evolve a strategy for pursuinr them on a sustained bnsis rather than

reactinp to pressures and constraints generated outside the region. Such an

institution would co-operate with existing African institutions and would not dictate

to any national Government. As regarded duplication, he assured the Committee that

the proposed Centre was not intended to be a training institution and would not

duplicate the pro^rarwne and activities of IDT^P or other existing African institutions

since none of the?". w»s providing the type of service envisaged for the Centre. There

was no question of the Centre's interfering in national nolitical affairs. It was

necessary that African States should have their own forum for considering and

assessing international issues long before they became "problems to which the region

had to react. •

56. In concluding the discussions, the Chairman summarized the consensus as followsi

(i) The proposed Certre was of strategic importance and its realization should be

pursued; (ii) Complete agreement had been reached as to the general objectives of

the Centre and the need for African countries themselves to work out a lonft-term strategy
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for'African development and co-operation and to do so through collecting thorough

sustained studies of. the type envisaged for the Centre; (iii) differing views had

been expressed regarding the structure of the Centre* with oarticular reference to the

existence of certain institutions in the region, including FCV (iv) Member States

shouldibe kept fully informed of developments relating to the proposed Centre, so they

would be prepared to discuss it further at the Conference of Ministers at Kinshasa.

Restructuring of regional institutional machineries in Africa for economic co-operation

and development (agenda item 6)

57. In introducing document E/CN.14/ECO/1O5 on the restructuring of institutions for

development and co-operation in Africa, the Executive Secretary explained that, for the

past 14 months^ the secretariat had been engaged in a process of orientation and re

organization designed to place it in a position to play a leading practical role in

the establishment of a new international economic order in Africa. In that

connexion, the steps so far taken included; (a) the formulation of the "Revised

framework of principles for the implementation of the new international economic order

in Africa" (document E/CN.14/EC0/90/Rev. 3);. (b) the drawing up of a tiedium-term plan

for 1976-1981 (document E/CN.14/TECO/31/?.ev.?. based on the revised framework of

principles); (c) the mobilization of resources, to which the Executive Committee

had invited the Executive Secretary to address his efforts? and (d) th?. restructuring

of the secretariat of the Commission.
.';'!.■' ■

58. It.was explained, that, with regard to the restructuring of the secretariat, the

creation of a Policy and Programme Co-ordination Office., a Technical Assistance

Co-ordination and Operations Office and the transformation of the former Centre for

Economic Co-operation into an Economic Co-operatipn Office, had already been carried

out and those offices brought under the direct supervision of the Executive Secretary.

In addition, a_ division of Public Administration, 'fanagement and Manpower had been

established. The strengthening of working relations with FAO and TJNIDO and the creation

of new joint divisions with other organs such as TTNDP, the Commission on Transnational

Corporations, P*CO and perhaps UNESCO and ILO were other components of the reform

programme. Moreover, studies were under way on revamping the FC\ subrer»ional offices

and the United 3atIons Multinational Interdisciplinary Development Advisory Teams

(UNDATs) .-■'■■

59. In addition, as described in the document under review, the secretariat intended

to restructure the institutional and intergovernmental machinery for co-operation and
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development with.a view to finding an effective solution to the problems presented

by the establishment of a new international economic order. ■-.....

60. Nothing, however, had been done thus far about the organic machinery of the

Commission in line" with the decision taken by "the Conference of Ministers at its

first meeting (tenth session of the Commission) in 1971 to establish sub-committees

of the Technical Committee of Experts. Since that decision had been .taken, some very

important developments affecting African development had arisen in relation to the net?

international economic order, and had therefore forced the Economic Commission for

Africa to envisage taking measures aimed at enabling it to respond more effectively

to the present and future demands of member States taking due account of recent

events on;the international scene.

61.' The secretariat therefore suggested that the task of giving technical advice

to the Commission should be entrusted to a sniall number of sectoral conferences at

the ministerial level, each of which would be responsible for a piven development

sector. Thus, in addition to the Conference of African Ministers of Industry, the

FAO Regional Conference for atrica, the EGA Conference of African Ministers of Social

Affairs^ the Conference of African Ministers of Education and the Conference of the

African Ministers of Labour, the secretariat proposed to initiate ministerial

conference in two other fields of activity which, it was felt, were equally important

in the'African development process: i.e. n Ministerial Conference on Science and

Technology and a *; .nisterial Conference on Che Environment at i Human Settlements. It

was also envisaged that each sectoral conference at the ministerial level-would be -

assisted by 3 technical advisory committee= ■

62. In the discussions which followed, the Committee recalled that for quite some

time now the United Nations had be"en discussing the restructuring of organs for

co^operation. In that connexion^ the Africans had to start by determining the

needs of their own countries and the problems which arose nationally in particular

sectors and the role of the specialized agencies would be that of strengthening their

activities at the subregional and regional levels through the Economic Commission for

Africa.

63. The observation was .inade that..very often experts attending meetings of the.

Technical Committee of Experts did not perform their tasks adequately largely because

they had not received the working documents in time and it was suggested that, if

certain shortcomings which handicapped experts were remedied, it might assist in

improving the level or their performance and contribution.
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64.' It was also pointed out that some individuals who had attended FCA meetings in

the past were not all-round specialists and in any event it wa difficult for an

individual;to become an expert in all fields. Nonetheless, it was felt that the

Technical Committee of Experts had really not been what one might have wished it to

be and the restructuring proposals were thus seen as providing for a specialized

technical advisory committee at the level of each sectoral ministerial conference.

65. Some fear was expressed about ECA bringing about a proliferation of itc, organs

and conferences. The secretariat dispelled that fear by explaining that most

conferences rare organized in collaboration with the specialized agencies of the

United Nations and duplication of effort was not likely to happen, \s regarded its

organs, the secretariat explained that it did everything to ensure that there would

be no proliferation of its organs.

66. Regarding the suggestion that a new body should be established in which States

members of ECA would meet to take the necessary steps for the implementation of the

resolutions already adopted by the existing institutions at tbe political level* it

was explained that that was exactly the task which the Executive Committee of ECA

performed.

67. A view was expressed that, since the Conference of Ministers was an instrument

for harmonizing views and taking decisions and since the Conferences cf African

Statisticians, Planners and Demographers existed at th/- level ■"£ officials, 4-1 would

be appropriate to envisage the astablishTr.^r.:: of a Co^f^r^nce of "inis.tprs ..of Planning,

60. Several representatives expressed the hope that the reform proposed by ECA

would permit economic co-operation amon^ developing countries in the Africa region

as well as with the other developing countries in other regions outside Africa. In

that connexion, the Executive Secretary explained that contacts' had already been

made with the other regional commissions and that already negotiation's were under

way between ECA and the Economic Commission for Western Asia to define areas' of

co-operationa three of which had been identified.

69. In conclusion, it was pointed out that the proposed reform was ,?.n excellent and

revolutionary one which met the need for coherence and the vitalization of ECA's

efforts to give a stimulus to regional co-operation. It "as recalled that ECA had

already provided itself with a revised framework of principles for the establishment

of a new international econonic order in Africa, followed Vy a medium-terra plan for

the years 1976 to 1931-in confomin" with the revised framework of principles, and
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that it had already undertaken to mobilize the resources required for the applica

tion of the medium-terra plan. It ras therefore important that the organic

restructuring should take place. As a result, however, it ms observed that the

problem did not arise solely at the level of the Technical Committee of Experts,

70. In connexion with the reform in general, it was pointed out that it was a

question of improving current sectoral structures. The Conference of Unisters

of Trade and the Conference of Ministers of Industry, for example, would be preceded

by meetings of committees of experts. Thus the Technical Committee of Experts would

be replaced by a series of specialized committees. However, it was felt that the

secretariat had not adequately pinpointed the major scot>e of the proposed reforms.

For that reason, the problem should appear on the agenda of the forthcoming meeting

of the Conference of Ministers.

71. Another important element to be brought out was the substitution of continental

multinntionalism for geographical sectoralization; that involved the disappeararce

of the subregional offices. The third important aspect related to the elimination of

the United iTations multidisciplinary teams, which rrere in future to be integrated

into the ?.r\ secretariat. In rtat case too it could not be said that the concern

for subregional co-operation was disappearing One could consider that all co

ordination was carried out at the level of the Conference of Ministers, which met

every two years, the two other institutional organs bein? the sectoral ministerial

conferences, also biennial, and the technical advisory committees, meeting immediately

before each sectoral ministerial conference.

Ffurth session of the Conference of Ministers (Kinshasa) - Date and agenda

(agenda item 7)

72. The secretariat reported that, at its third session beld at Nairobi in

February 1975, the BCA Conference of Ministers had decided to accept the offer

of the Government of the Republic of Zaire to host the fourth neetinr and the

secretariat suggested 24 February to 3 March 1077 as the dates. The provisional

agenda for the meeting was before the Committee and the secretariat sought a

decision of the Committee in that connexion.

73. In introducing the draft provisional arrenda prepared by the TCA secretariats

the Chairman observed that the draft included items on such matters as the

Conference on Economic Co-operation anon*s Developing Countries held in Mexico

and the United Nations Conference on Human Establishments, whose important

comprehensive decisions must be applied at the African level.
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74. The Executive Secretary noted that the document'tinder discussion was a

draft provisional igenda which had been submitted to the Executive Committee to --

enable its participants to" draw uR the provisional agenda for:,the Conference. -The'

draft comprised two main parts, the first of which dealt with the general debates

on the work of the secretariat during the past two years and the second with

matters requiring decisions by the Conference of Ministers.

75. In replying to a query as to whether sufficient progress had Veen' made in

connexion with rater and energy to require decisions on the part of the'Conference '

of Ministers., the Executive Secretary pointed out that the second African Conference

on Ener?y>; to. be held at-Accra in November 1976, would adopt recommendations for

submission to the Conferecee of Ministers, "here water;was concerned, the report of

the United nations Hater Conference, African Tle^lbnal 'Meeting which had taken place

at Addis Ababa from 20 to 24 September 1976 was Before the current meeting of the

Executive Consnittee. ■>.■.-. ; N ■ !- o r.i<':-= :

76. A representative remarked that the «Jraft provisional agenda made no mention .".,.

of one natter which 'both" the Conference of Ministers and the Executive Committee,

had decided to include on the agenda for the fourth meeting of the Conference of:

Ministers, i.e.a administrative and staff matters; nor did it mention the submission

of the reports of the Executive Committee a*1 the Technical Committee. of Experts,

77. The Executive Secretary explained that he had modified the structure of the

draft provisional agenda somewhat in an attempt to avoid obscuring some important '

points in the report of the Executive Coraittee, which was bound to be Ions- ...Efcr. ' '

example, item IB of the draft provisional ?<>enda concerning the biennial and medium-

terra work prd-rames,'including the binnial bucket, would be introduce*! by the

Chairman of the Technical Committee of Experts. As for the fomuk obtested by

the secretariat for item 30, i.e., "Anointment of Africans to the EC? secretariat",

it had been decided, after- a short discussion, to keep the usual wording, i.e.,

"Administrative and staff questions".

78. The Chairman said that, iri his Vie- it was not necessary"to divide the agenda.

into two -separate"parts- it was enough to nu^er the various agenda items In the

order in which it trad"hoped they would ^e considered, with an indication of the

relevant document numbers.

79. The Chaiman contended the secretariat in *>in- its. best- to prepare for

conferences and to draft the documents made available .to..r.he Gormittee.
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30. It was decide-* that thefourth r.eetin^ of the Conference of Ministers would

be held from 24 F-bruary to 3 %rch 1977 .-rid that it would >,e preceded by a meet

ing pf the Executive Committee on 21 and 22 February 1977.

Report on the sixty-first session of the Economic and Social Council (agenda item 3)

81. document E/CN.14/ECO/1O2 reviewed the work done at the sixty-first session of

the United Nations Econonic and Social Council on the international nolicy relating

to economic ami social affairs, especially at the regional and sectoral leveis, and

on regional co-operation. For the first time in its history, the Council had held

the first part of its session on African soil at Abidjan, On that occasion, hardly

one month after the. session of mCTAD at Uairobi, the Secretary-General, who took

part in the opening meeting had remarked that for the second tine in less than two

months, the world community was holding a meeting of primary importance on African J"

soil, an observation which showed the role which Africa would pl*y in world affairs

fron now on. Reflecting observations made by President Ilouphouet-^oi-ny, all the

African delegations present at Abidjan ei^hasised the precarious world economic

situation and the development efforts it required on the part of the developing

countries: They stressed the regrettable mediocrity of,the results obtained by ±he

African countries in implementing the International Development Strategy for the

Second United Nations Development Decade.

82. Finally they appealed to all countries and international organizations to give

a new incentive to the efforts Tnade by the international community to obtain the

development aims 3nd objectives of the developing. countries, through serrate or .

collective measures, taking the Declaration and Programme,.rof Action on the Establash-

ment of a New International Economic Order fully into account.

33. At Geneva, where the second part of the session was held and during which "

problems relating to regional co-operation were reviewed, the Executive Secretary,

in introducing the annual report on the work of EGA, drew attention to those factors

which had had and continued to have a prejtuttciol influence on economic and social

conditions in Africa. He said that, in his view, it was precisely because the :

Economic Co^ission for Africa was aware of the difficulties confronting Africa

that it could aspire to play a'significant leading role in the region. -During the '

debate on the problem of regional co-operation, the notion was advanced that the

regional commissions^-should become economic development centres'in their respective,

regions and receive the resources they reeded to play to the hilt their role as leaders
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and organizations responsible for the execution of subre<?ional5 regional and inter

regional projects. That notion was accepted by all participants anH inspired a

resolution t-rhich **as adopted by the Council,

34. The Executive Secretary was gratified at'the number and quality of membership

of the African delegations which hnd participated in the session and hoped that the

same would be true of African delegations at all important international forums, in

which heavy African participation was likely to have a favourable effect on decisions

relating to Africa.

Technical and economic co-operation (agenda item 9)

(*) Report of the Regional '*eetinr on Technical Co-operation among Developing

Countries

G5. The TJMPP Assistant Administrator and ^e«ional Representative made a brief

statement concerning the resolutions adopted at the Regional Meeting on Technical

Co-operation amonf> Developing Countries in an attempt to redefine the objectives of

co-operation among thoac countries persuant to General Assembly resolutions 3251(XXIX)

and 3461(XXZ).

86. The resolutions of the Regional Meeting dealt, inter alia, wit?; the establish

ment of an inventory of resources in experts, installations;> etc. In that

connexion, a computer list would be available in 1977. Tie also told the meeting

that he had asked the ECA secretariat to revise its directory of African experts each

year and had requested U11DP to determine all sources of financing available to the

African countries.

87. He laid particular emphasis on the intensification of advisory services at

the regional and subregional levels and on the joint role of the ECA and OAU

secretariats.

■ j:^b) Report of the Mexico :?eetinp on Economic Co-operation 3™on<> developing

Countries

88. The representativeof the secretariat explained that FCA's approach to the

Mexico meeting had been based on the conviction that the quality anc1. orientation

of the debates and the recommendations would be determined by the preparations

iThich proceeded the Tieeting.
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89. The secretariat had accordingly participated in the meeting of the expert

group established at Geneva by the Group cf. 77 to prepare for the Mexico Meeting.

It was noted that the recottnentfations of the expert group had been heavily biased in

favour of trade and preferential arrangements at the expense of the developments

through multinational co-operations of capabilities for expanding or changing the

structures of production. The secretariat had therefore placed considerable

emphasis on such development in its presentation to the expert and ministerial

meetings held at Addis Ababa to formulate an African position for Mexico. It should

also be noted that special attention had been given in TTexico to science and

technolo^ which the secretariat considered to be of great importance to the future

of the African economies. Attention vas also drawn-to..section VII of the report,

in which the subject of manpower and public enterprises was treated. It was

explained that the acceleration of the growth of production and its diversification

as envisaged in the recommendations for a new international economic order would

place considerable burdens on Governments as entrepreneurs. It was therefore

necessary to sive special attention to the character, scope and functioning of

public enterprises and to devise measures for their improvement. In addition, there

was a need to develop new concepts of and to explore new institutional arrangements

for public enterprises. For example, it was conventional in the African region to

regard development banking, development corporations and Gtate holding; companies as

entirely separate institutions performing separate functions. The ECA secretariat

had discovered tha^ such functions had been combined in the same institution in at

least one country in Latin America. ?!ultire»lonal co-operation would therefore

enable member States to become familiar wit> net? institutional devices for public

enterprises.

(c) Report of the Joint ECA/THAPEC "eetlng on African Producers' Associations

90. In introducing the note on the joint ECA/UITAPEC Meeting on African Producers1

Associations (E/CN.1A/ECO/103), the representative of the secretariat drew attention

to the problems confronting producers1 associations, which included a lack of force-

fulness in the objectives of such associations: the inadequate administrative and

financial support available to thera; their difficulties in icting effectively on

the market, especially at the marketing level; and the lack of co-ordination among

their member countries, for which the economic behaviour of the transnational

corporations was largely responsible.
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91. With regard to the strengthening of existing associations3 EC- had been asked

to help them to improve their technical organization and to increase their membership.

92. Where new associations were concerned, EC\ was to undertake a series of studies

based on the most important commodities produced or exported by African countries at

present with a view to determining the products for which new associations should be

created.

93. Some participants expressed apprehension as to the number and complexity of the

interregional bodies planned for co-ordinating the activities of producers1 associa

tions at a time when financial resources were particularly scarce.

94. The representative of the secretariat pointed out that the meeting had been

organized jointly by EGA and UIJAPEC and that its recommendations had been formulated

by the representatives of the associations themselves.

95. He also observed that the secretariat was always very conscientious about drawing

the attention of members to the financial implications of decisions bearinp on the

creation of new associations. He stressed the determination of the secretariat to do

everything possible to see that the propramrre of studies on the identification of

products for which new associations were needed was carried out as rapidly as

possible, preferably before the end of 1077. Intergovernmental groups of experts

would be convened to consider the findings of those studies and to make recommenda

tions for practical action aimed at putting the new rasociations into operation.
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^ (agenda item 10)

96. The representative of the secre4-,r:i/ di. * attention to th^ conclusions derived from

the assessment of the fourth" session of TJHCTAB contained in document E/CN. I4/ECO/IO4.

The report laid particular stress on the few potentially positive aspects of the fourth

session as well as on its most notable failingse The positive aspects include the results

obtained in connexion with "basic commodities; economic co-operation among developing

countries, institutional arrangements within UNCTAD and the transfer of techr.olofy,

97« Where basic commodities were concerned, ho stressed that,, from the point of view of

the developing countries in general and the African countries" in particular, a major

decision had been taken by the Conference concerning the adoption of the Integrated

Programme1 for Commodities, including the establishment of a common fund. He added that,

as stated by representatives of African countries at the closing meeting of the fourth

session of TMCTAD, in the African view all that w>s left for the permanent machinery of

UKCTAD to do was to study the ways and means of implementing the Programme in question.

He pointed.out, however, tlat a number oi" developed countries, including the. most power

ful ones, had signalled their opposition to the .adoption of the Integrated.Programme and

in particular 00 the establishment, of a Common Fund. .. ■ ..,.-. ■-.,.;

98. The secretariat hoped that i;hc Afrrc.'v. ^r.Y^eioP tfould participate actively in the

forthcoming negotiations on the implementation of -the Integrals Programme in an attempt

to derive the -maximum benefit from ^ho xc\: potentially .positive results of the fourth

session of UHCTAD.

99« He said that the session had been --- notr.ole fa.j Ini 3 an regarded the alleviation of

the debt burden of the developing countries-; on *.;hich an entij ely inadequate resolution

had been adopted^ and with vital prob!e:?.r; related tc the debt burden; such as those con

cerning the transfer of resources; tbr finr.r'ri.ng of exceptional balance-of«^aynj.ents

deficits of developing countries and V.iq roforn of the international monetary system, on

which it had been impossible to agree or any .^c&olution ^t all,

100. Some representatives expressed the Lcpe J.hat JilGA would do all in its power to make

it possible for African countries to participate effectively in the fu'r^v'-iinff negotir*

tions. Others wished to knot; why the rspr^r.-eni^-ti/es of African countries had not been able

to hold a meeting immediately after the fcurtli session, as EGA had appeared to advocate.
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101. Other representatives said they would like ECA"Vo>"present a full evaluation''of the

results of the fourth.session of UNCTAD, which would make'it possible to make concrete

proposals concerning the strategy which African countries should adopt in view of the

obvious failure of the fourth session.

102. The representative of the secretariat observed that the failure to hold a meeting

after the session had probably been due to the fact that the representatives of the African

countries had.had to participate in a series of international meetings immediately after

that session, including the summit meeting of OAU H^/.a of States at Port-Iouis, li^uritius,

and the ^Summit Electing of Non-aligned Ccv._rfcries at.Colombo, Sri Ia-nlca.

103. He also said that the secretariat would like to' be in a position to take account of

the results of all the meetings organized by the developing countries to promote true

economic and technical co-operation, especially the Ministerial Ileeting on Economic Co

operation among Developing Countries held in Jlerlco and. the forthcoming UHpTAD negotiations

on the Integrated Profr-:.'," for Commodities, before it undertook a definitive evaluation

of the fourth session and made practical suggestions regarding an African strategy in

that connexion.

104. The Executive Secretary of EGA pointed out that,the secretariat would probably not

be able to submit the findings of a definitive evaluation of the results-of the fourth

session of the tOCTAD along with concrete proposals for a possible African strategy to the

extraordinary session of the OAU Council of Ministers scheduled to be held at Kinshasa in

December because the first negotiations of interest to African countries would not bogin

until early in 1977 but the analysis called for would "be,carried out as soon as the

necessary ingredients were available to the secretariat,.

105. The representative of OAU outlined the work done by the .EGA and OAU secretariats since

the holding of the fourth session* Ho emphasized that both secretariats intended to continue

to work together to gather the components needed to make a definitive analysis of the fourth

session of UNCTAD as soon as possible.

106. In his statement, the representative of UHCTAD emphasized the work done by his . ;

organization to implement the, resolutions adopted at the fourth session» Pie also expressed

the hope that the African countries would play a particularly active role in the forth

coming negotiations to Tpe held within the framework of UNCTAD with a view to implementing

the recommendations of the fourth session and especially those relating to the Integrated

Programme for Commodities and to the Common Fund.
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African Centre for the Development and Transfer of Technolo^iPro.rress.. r.eogrl (agenda item ll)

107. The representative of the secretariat, in introducing.document E/CJJ.14/ECO/IO5, drew

attention to the.fact that the :UNCTAD resolution which served as a basis for an African

Centre for the Development and Transfer of Technology regarded the regionc-1 centre as part

of the mechanism for strengthening national and multinational technological capabilities,,

It had also stipulated that the meeting of plenipotentiaries which would ijaker final

decisions on the regional centre should be preceded by appropriate preparatory work.

Accordingly, the secretariat had been devoting considerable attention to the problems -of

the transfer of technology from the point of view of its adaptation and development within

the region. In effect, the secretariat was less concerned with" technology transfer in a

geographical sense. It was essential therefore that the project, with whose design ECA

and the QAU were specifically charged, should be based on concrete realities in Africa, if

the region was not to be saddled" with a, white elephant.

108. Furthermore it was the secretariat's view that the region should take full account

of the possibilities of the autonomous development of local technology. It was known

that foreign organizations with appropriate competence had been able to develop modem

technology out of studies and research and development based on traditional technology in

developing regions- It was essential that the African region should develop similar

capabilities in regard to its own traditional technology-

109. .The interagency working sroup had held only two meetings and UNIEO and UNCTAD in

particular had made substantial contributions to the work of the groun. It was however.

felt that the time spent on adequate preparation would ensure that the later stages of

work in designing and establishing ths Centre would thereby be accelerated,

110. In the discussions, attention was drawn to the problem of developing specialized

manpower in the field of technology. Particular reference was made to arrangements for

in»plant and on-the-gob training. It was pointed out that little attempt was made by

Governments to involve their own cadres in the preparation of major projects and thus many

opportunities for gaining practical technological know-how were missed. ECA should devote

attention to such problems. ■

111. The representative of UHDP'"spoke of the interest taken by the Governing Council of

UKDP at its last meeting in June 1976 in the project and mentioned five criteria agretl

upon by the Governing Council for the promotion of science and technology. He-noted that

referenee had not been made to the issue of financing the centre in the document and

stated that UNDP was interested in participating, within the limits' of its modest re

sources, in such financing.
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112. The UHESCO representative stressed that consultations should "be held with Govern^

ments so that the design of the Centre conformed with the actual needs of member States.

They could be or^tnized through a questionnaire addressed to Governments. It was further

emphasized that such consultations in the early stages of the project preparations were

essential in order to avoid any difficulty at the later stages of decision making,

113- Regarding the development of local technology, it was suggested that to place the

regulation of inflow of technology first and the development of technology last in the

paper was inconsistent with the principle of self-reliance.

114- One representative proposed that the Committee should confine its attention to- the

concept of the Centre, its objectives, its modus operandi ^nci its potential impact.

Technology was a single term encompassing a vast range of activities of different levels

of sophistication. There was risk that fascination with concepts derived from economically

advanced countries might obscure many critical aspects pertinent to any consideration of

technology, in the African, context,.. . . -.■ - ■■-■... ■-.-.. -.-.■ .' , ■ .. . -

115, Clarifications were requested on the various steps mentioned in the annex to dooument

E/GN.14/ECO/1O5. In reply, it was explained that the first interagoncy meeting would be

held later than foreseen and that experts for the exploratory mission would be drawn from

the region and selected in their personal capability. The missions field survey would

include visits to similar centres., The intergovernmental consultations would gather

scientists and technologistsfrom the whole of Africa to examine the report of the

exploratory mission ana make recommendations before tha intervention of political authori

ties at the stage of a conference of plenipotentiaries*

116. Finally, stress was laid on the need for urgent action as well as for thorough pre

paration in view of the importance of the project to the region. It would be necessary

to include in the preparatory stages contributions from experts who had actually been

confronted with the problems of technology transfer.

Ustab^j.shment| of a JRegional Remote SengJa&Sat^^ and

^j-^fifl Centre in Africa; Progress report (agenda item 12)

117. The secretariat introduced document E/CK. I4/ECO/IO9 containing the report of the

intergovernmental I-Ieeting on the Establishment of a Regional Remote Sensing Satellite

Ground Receiving and Data Processing Centre in Africa,, convened at Addis Ababa from 23

September to.l October 1976 in pursuance of resolution 28o(XIl) of 28 February 1975 calling

for the establishment of; the Centre, --In-, preparing the meeting, the socr-etariat had

maintained contact with all-fche organizations involved in remote sensing teduplogy,
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particularly those that had recently built ground receiving stations such,as the ones in

Canada, Brazil and Italy. The secretariat had also convened a meeting in October 1975 of

agencies with special competence and interest in remote sensing in Africa. That meeting

had recommended the mounting of a technical mission to visit a number of African countries,

It was the report of the technical mission which had been the subject of discussion at the

Intergovernmental Meetings

118. The Intergovernmental Meeting had decided that an African Remote Sensing Council

should be created and had set up a Committee of member States to meet at Nairobi in

December 1976 to discuss the legal framework for such a Council and to draw up the

financial requirements for the establishment of an African R mote Sensing Organization*

The meeting had also decided that.a meeting .of plenipotentiaries should be held in

February. 1977 and that it should be preceded by a meeting of donor agencies.

Committee took note of the report, which was only for information purpose.

the United Nations Water

Conference (agenda item 13)

120* A member of ECA secretariat introduced document E/CN. I4/ECO/IO7 and drew attention

to the report of the Regional Meeting of the United Nations Wat r Conference (document

E/CN014/nRD/WR/5). The representative of the secretariat pointed out that the Regional

Meeting had been part of a process which had begun with an 18-month preparatory period.

During that period the SCA had made efforts to stimulate member States to think about

their water problems and to that end used international hy&roiogical programme committees,

where they existed, and also the international efforts being made under the aegis of WKO

and the Office of Technical Co-operation in New York. The secretariat had also sent a

consultant to those member States who had requested it to help them organize themselves.

is a result of that exercise, 34 member States had sent in country reports to ECA, Using

those country reports, ECA had put together a draft regional report to be the main

document for discussion at the Regional tie eting. The ECA was helped in producing the

report tjy UNESCO and^l-iO, both of. which seconded a r&taffTjaeliiber-.-to:ECA- for that purp»sev-

121O The draft regional report included action ^recommendations" 'which had'been discussed

in great detail by the Ileeting. The ECA secretariat acknowledged the help that had been

rendered to it by UWP in financing the consultant as **ell as the travel and per diem of

some members. UNESCO and. WHO,, as well as the Centre for Natural Resources, Energy and

Irans^-ort, had made available staff members to. be the focal point for the organization of

the meeting since ECA itself.-did not hive a staff membar in the Water Unit.
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_ 122. One representative raised a number of questions concerning ;(a) the use of tariffs

as instruments of policy; (b) political mobilization as opposed to social studies;

.(c) the question raised by B&DEA. on cost estimates for various projectsjand (d) trainings

In response the ECA representative indicated that the regional report containing answers

«u wiiose questions would be circulated since the questions had been discussed in great

detail at the Meeting.

;yJL

(agenda item 14)

No matter was raised under this agenda item,

and.venuei p£ %h,e si^eent^meet^n^ of the^^ecutiv^C^mmittee, (agenda item 15)

124O It was decided that the sixteenth meeting of the Executive Committee would take

place at Kinshasa (Zaire) on 21 and 22 February 1977 immediately preceding the meeting of

the Conference of Ministers*

M?J>ti£Aofthe report (agenda itsm 16)

125. The Committee aa.optod the present report on 15 October 1976.
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ECO. XV/Res- 1

...... DRAETT RESOUJTION RECOHI'iEKDKD FOR THE APPROVAL OF THE CONFERENCE OF

-..- MINISTERS OH.THE MOBILIZATION OF RESOURCES FOR THE IKP:..3UEHPATION OF

THE ECA KEDIUEWEEHE1 PLANS:

1976-1981: 1,982-1986

The, ECA Conference of I-linisters. .

Mindful, of Commission resolutions 207(IX) of 14 February 1969, 22l(x) of 13 February

1971, 256(XCI) of 28 February 1975 and Economic and Social Council resolution 2043(LXl) of

5 August 1976,

Noting with satisfaction the work undertaken by the Executive Committee and the

secretariat in consultation with the States members of: the Commission in preparing .a-

revised framework of principles for the implementation of the new international economic

order in Africa and the contents thereof,

Noting :alsp the medium-term plan for 1976VL98I formulated by the,gecretariat.on the

basis of the revised framework of principles for the implementation of the new international

economic order in Africa and approved by the Exebutive Committee at its fourteenth meeting

held in June 19761

Commending the revised programme of work and priorities for 1976-1977 ^djhej programme

of work and priorities for 1978—1979i -

Affirming the determination of the States members of the Commission to establish the

conditions and machinery for and to accelerate the process of self-sustaining growth and

diversification of production on the basis of an.increasing measure of national and collec

tive self-reliance with the object of effectively reducing unemployment and mass poverty.

Recognizing that the implementation of the medium-term plan and work programmes require

resources over and above those likely to be provided from within the United Nations system,

Endorsing the establishment of a United Nations Trust Fund for African Development,

Appreciative^ of the bilateral contributions made by donor Governments and organizations

outside the Africa region to the resources of the Commission secretariat,

Welcoming tha initiative taken by tho President of the Arab Bank for Economic Develop

ment in Africa and by the Executive Secretary of ECA to establish working arrangements for

effective co-opBration between the Bank and ECA in providing financial and other resources

for the implementation of development programmes and projects within the Africa region on

the spirit of Afro-<lrab co-operation,
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1. Urgg.a iCiV.r States to make substantial voluntary contributions to the additional

resources required for the implementation of the Commission's mediumr»term plan and work ,

programmes in a manner which will enable the- secretariat to execute the medium—term plan

and work programmes efficiently and without de-lay.; ■ .. ..

2b Calls ut>on States members of the Commission to make their'contributions in cash

or in kind, as well, as throu^i technical assistance arrangements;

3» Requests the Executive Secretary to convene a conference of plenipotentiaries

of member States within 60 days following the fourth meeting of the Conference of Hinisters

in order to review arrangements for such voluntary contributions and to submit a report to

the meeting of the- Executive Committee, immediately following the Conference, on the

outcome of the meeting of plenipotentiaries on the funds received and on the uses to

which such funds are being put;.

4. Further requests the Executive Secretary to ensure that* to the maximua extent

possible, experts recruited on the basis of the additional resources mobilized by member

States to assist the Commission in the execution of its work programmes should be selected

from African countries 1

5* Invj-teg the Executive Committee to give to the Executive Secretary evera assistance

possible in his efforts to mobilize the resources required from States members of the

Commission;

6. Urges donor Governments and organizations, in providing development assistance,

to" co-operate in ensuring that African developing countries benefit from the best and most

economical arrangements for aid and to ensure that, unless otherwise impracticable, such

aid is not tied to the provision of expertise from the donor Government or organization

concerned; . ,

7. Invites the Arab Bank .for Economic Development in Africa, in the spirit of Afro-

Arab co-operation, to give every material assistance to the secretariat of the "Economic Com

mission for Africa in the implementation of the Commission's programme of work-and priorities;

8- Invites the Executive Secretary to pursue his efforts to secure additional

bilateral contributions from non-African donor countries., ■
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ECO Xtf/Res. 2

VOTE OF THANKS TO THE GOVERMIEMT AND PEOPIiB OF THE PEOPLED

REPUBLIC OF ALGERIA

EftecutiyemCompi11 e_e of the^iEconomic Commission for Afrioa,

Fully appreciative of the kind invitation of the Government of the People's

Democratic Republic of Algeria to hold the fifteenth session of the Executive Committee

at Algiers,

1» Conveys its gratitude to His Excellency the President of Algeria and to the

Government and people of Algeria for their iirarm hospitality and the facilities which were

generously placed at its disposal-

2° Requests the Executive Secretary to transmit the present resolution to the

Government of the People's Democratic R mblxc of Algeria?

3. Further^ requests States members of the Commission to provide the Executive

Committee from time to time with host facilities for meetings of the Executive Committee

to be held outside the present headquarters of the Commission.




